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UAB "Longo LT" is part of the international company Longo Group, which is active in the field of used car
trade. The company sets high standards offering a fully transparent and reliable purchase, sale and financing
for used cars. The company values transparency, honesty and professional approach in everyday processes.
The whole process, starting with the purchase of a car in the Netherlands, up to its export to Lithuania,
technical inspection and registration in country, is done inside the company and the team of professionals
takes care of it. Because of this, we are proud to offer a lifetime guarantee for vehicle history.

With respect to VOLVO V40 with VIN number YV1MV7981J2505688
UAB "Longo LT" certifies that:

Netherlands is this car’s first and only registration country
• This car for the first time on 03.2018 has been registered in the Netherlands and is the first and only country of
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registration for this car. It has never been registered in any other country. Vehicle was exported to Lithuania on
**.**.** and received its registration on **.**.**.

This car has a complete and verified ownership history
• This car has always been used as a personal vehicle. It has not been used as a taxi or rental vehicle, in a
commercial setting or as a service or government car.

This car is not encumbered by any financial commitment or obligation.
• The car was exported from the Netherlands by Longo Group JCS and all procedures have been followed with all
taxes and fees paid. It is not subject to any commitments or obligations towards a third party.

The mileage of this car is original and has not been modified.
• The history of this car's mileage is true and tested in the Dutch National Vehicle Register. Thanks to a system that
has been in operation for over 25 years, for every car, that is registered in Netherlands could be requested
Tellerrapport (RDW) report - that provides full information about its owner as well as the odometer. Thanks to this,
the customer can be sure that car’s with VIN no. YV1MV7981J2505688 odometer is true and has not been
modified when imported in Lithuania.

This car is in good technical condition
• We have checked this car and confirm that it has never been involved in major accidents, has regular
maintenance, as well as mandatory roadworthiness tests in the country of export. In Lithuania, this car has passed
obligatory technical inspection too.
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Buy respectfully, drive joyfully!

Lifetime guarantee for vehicle history.

Basic
Make, model
VIN number
First registration in

VOLVO V40 Business Sport
YV1MV7981J2505688
**.**.**
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Number plate no.
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Buying process for a used car must be as safe, transparent, fair and easy as buying a new car. Therefore, UAB "Longo LT" JCS imports
cars with verified origin, ownership and mileage history and which have not been involved in major accidents. For your convenience and
reassurance, please see below summary of important parameters for selected car.

MHA695

Mileage

173 334

Fuel type

Diesel

Obligatory technical inspection valid till

18.05.24

Vehicle history

First registration date

03.2018

Country of origin

Netherlands

Last owner

Longo Netherlands BV

Ownership history

available

Mileage history

available/logic

Detailed Technical inspection history

available

Encumbrances

not registered

Import date in Lithuania

**.**.**

UAB "Longo LT" is part of the international company Longo Group, which is active in the field of used car trade in Eastern Europe. The
company sets high standards offering a fully transparent and reliable purchase, sale and financing for used cars. The company values
transparency, honesty and professional approach in everyday processes. Our vision is to become the most recognizable and reliable car
sales company in the used car trade.

Buy respectfully, drive joyfully!

